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output of roughly 17V, no IGad. The
capacitar CI remaves noise wlhich may
arise in the bridge rectifier diodes
and D5 is a standard l.e.d. with current-limiting resistar RI. This provides a "power on" indication.
In its present form the 17V d.c. is
of course nat variable. Furthermore,
being unregulated,
it will tend to
reduce same what as the load current
increases.

A reference voltage is supplied via
RIO and 240 ohms is the value used
in most applications. The output af
the regulatar depends an the resistance between the Pin 3 af ICl, and
OV. The formula is:
Output voltage = I. 2 (240+ R)
Valts
240
where R is the resistance (in ahms)
between Pin 3 and graund.
The various resistar values are
selected by S2 So'that by altering this
switch, variaus autput voltages are
abtainable.
Fixed
resistars
(as
oPPGsed to' presets) are used as
shawn So' that 6, 7, 5 ar 9 valts are
abtainable at the tauch af a switch.
AlsO', nO' test equipment is needed in
setting up readers' models.
Capacitars C3, C4and C5 in thecircuit help to' improve the perfarmarice of the unit by reducing naise
araund the i.e. and an the valtagerails.

VOLTAGE REGULA TOR
The most important part of the
circuit is rCI, a LM317H three-terminal variable voltage regulator. The
17V d.c. is passed thraugh R2 and R3
to the input of the regulator. These
two resistors, which are wirewound,
assist in diverting power dissipation
away from rCI, allowing it to run
more efficiently.
The integrated circuit itself is fully
protected. Included Gn the chip are

MUL TIPLUG LEAD
This design is intended far use with
a "multiplug" pawer lead. On one end
this has a 2. 5mm and 3, 5mm jack
plug, tagether with a 2'Imm and
2.5mm d.c. pawer plug. The ather end
requires a 3, 5mm jack plug.
The sackets SKI and SK2 are two
insulated 3, 5mm jacks. Depending on
which sacket the multi-plug pawer
lead is inserted intO', the tips of the
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THIS
design
a Mini Power
UnitMONTH'S
designed
for is
general-purpose
applications. Froin a mains input it
will supply 6V, 7, 5V or 9V d.c. The
maximum recommended load is about
300mA, although in some applications
(where noise is not important) this
can rise to 500mA maximuBJ
The Mini Power Unit, although
useful for powering radios, cassette
record~rs, calculators from the mains
could also be used as a simple bench
power unit, where it has proved ideal
for simple experiments and testing.
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both thermal overload protection and
current-limiting circuits. This means
that the i.c. will shut dawn if averheating due to' insufficient heatsinking
occurs.
Current limiting prevents the current passing through the device fram
exceeding
750mA
as
actually
measured an the prototype.
This means that the Mini Power
Unit will not suffer any damage if
the autput is temporarily shorted,
although prolonged short-circuits are
not recommended.

The full circuit can be seen in Fig.
1. Mains voltage is applied through
SI (the on/off switch) and FSI to' the
primary of TI, a. step-down transformer. This reduces the mains to
12V a.c. and this is rectified by DI-D4
and smoothed by C2 to produce a d.c.

~.

Fig. 1. Full circuit diagram af the Uniboard Power Supply.
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Exterior view of the
completed power supplyshowing front panel
controls and labelling.
multi-plug will be positive (SKI) or
negative (SK2). Therefore an output
of either
polarity
is obtainable,
making the Mini Power Unit compatible with many types of apparatus.
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TRANSFORMER
It would be wise to obtain the transformer first; and then choose a housing of suitable ,height to encase the
unit. The prototype was built in an
aluminium/steel'
box
measuring
ISO.x 12S x SUmm.
Some components are accommodated on a. piece .of 0..1 inch matrix
stripboardof
the usual Uniboard
dimensions, 10. strips x 24 holes. The
board layout is shown in Fig. ~ along
witl;1 the off-board componeIJ.t,3interwiring. The stripboard requires two
6BA clearance holes so that it can
be bolted down with nuts, bolts and
spacers.
,.
The rotary switoh S2 is mounted on
the front panel, and resistors R4 to
R9 are soldered to its terminals as
shown. A four-pole three-way switch
can be employed, of which only one
section is used, so that a one-pole
three-way switch is achieved.
For SKI ~an,d SK2 fully insulated
sockets must be used. The standard
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Actual
Voltage
(no load)

6V
7'5V
9V

6.2V
7'8V
9'3V
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FINISHING OFF
The l.e.d. should be fitted with a
lens-clip to keep it in place and to
improve appearance. If you wish to
letter the front panel do this before
fitting the panel mounted components
and use rub-down
lettering
as
required. A couple of coats of lacquer
will help protect the transfers.
Solder a :3' 5mm jack plug to the
bare end of the multi-way power lead.
The tips of the multiplug are connected to the wire with the tracer
marking. Stick four adhesive feet onto
the bottom of the case.
WitJh construction complete, check
all interwiring carefully, especially
that going to ICl, and then switch on
the mains to the unit. If a voltmeter
is available then test to see that
roughly the correct output voltages
are generated (of the correct polarity)
when 82 is operated.
The unit is then finished and ready
for use. Table One gives a brief summary of readings taken on the
author's prototype.
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6.1Vat200mA
7.8Vat250mA
9.2Vat300mA

HEAT SINK
The i.e. is fixed down with a TO-S
panel"mounting heatsink to help in
heat dissipation. The three wires to
the i.c. should be soldered on and then
the TO-S case should be pushed into
the heatsink, which is then bolted to
the back panel with a steel 6BA bolt
passing through an insulating bush.
Also the aluminium-oxide washer
'(provided with the heatsink) is sandwiohed between the chassis and the

ALLTHIS TROUBLEWITH THE GIANT-'
JACK BROUGHT IT ON HIMSELF BECAUSE
OF THE BEANSTALK, DIDN'T HE?
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Actual
Voltage
(with load)

metal open sockets will short out tlhe
output and are not suitable here. Fig.
2 shows how these two sockets are
wired. Note that CS is also soldered
across SKI.
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TABLE 1

heatsink, thereby preventing electrical
contact.
The two power resistors can be
soldered onto a piece of insulated tag
strip which can be retained by one
of the transformer mounting bolts.
The other bolt on the transformer
holds a solder tag in place, to which
the earth input should be connected.
This earths the metal case.
The mains cable passes through a hole in the chassis rear panel. This
hole must be fitted with a rubber
grommet to prevent dilating and also
a cable retainer to hold the mains
lead firmly in position~ Miniature :3A
1:Ib.ree~corecable can be used for the
mains
input.
Elsewhere
employ
standard hook-up wire. Plastic sleeving (2mm diameter) should be used
as necessary on the l.e.d. and i.c.' l~s
to prevent short-circuiting.
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BY DOUG BAKER

WELL, THE BEANSTALK WOULDN'T HAVE
GROWN SO HIGH If JACK HAD HAD ENOUGH
SENSe. TO CONSTRUCT AND USE A SOl L
MOISTURE MONITOR.
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